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PROGRESS WITH ALTERATIONS

It

since alterations to the Central Court at the City
reported in the Calendar as being imminent but since that
has been extended and of necessity delayed. In addition to
then outlined it has been decided to excavate the under part
order to provide more suitable and much-needed storage
This work, now in progress, will provide, in the area
previously unused, a new exhibition gallery and a lecture theatre, as well as
the valuable storage space.
The adaptation of the room formerly used as the commercial library for the
accommodation of prints and drawings and the art library is also to be started
this year. These two major alterations when completed and the rooms properly
equipped, will help to bring the Leeds Gallery into line with some of the major
provincial galleries and make it worthy of the important collections which it
now contains.
At Temple Newsam the alterations to the courtyard, now being carried out
in conjunction with the Parks Department, are progressing with greater specc!
and the first stage may be completed by the end of the summer. This has
involved the levelling of the courtyard, the widening of the flagged area around
it, turfing the whole of the centre portion and the building of a retaining wall
between the two wings. In general effect this follows roughly part of the
scheme drawn up for the 7th Viscount Irwin about 1745 which was never
completed but is recorded in the painting by Philip Mercier.
The former arrangement with the courtyard sloping away to the east, a
small carpet of turf in the centre and the two wings flying out into space was,
from an architectural point of view, offensive. The formal flower beds, colourful
though they have always been, are an architectural anachronism, but these
will be swept away when the second stage of the alteration is started. This
is over twelve months

Art Gallery were
time the scheme
the reconstructions
of the Court in
accommodation.
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REVD. W. H. BARNARD

involves the building of a wide stone-flagged terrace which will form an apron
to the whole of the east front.
The introduction of a fountain into the courtyard will give movement and
vitality to the somewhat austere facade of an otherwise noble and dignified

structure.
Whilst for the time being chaos reigns in or around both our buildings,
most of our exhibition rooms remain open and a full programme is being
maintained.
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Contemporary

Art

Excerpts from a lecture at Leeds City Art C'aller'n 15th December 1955
during the exhibition of contemporary British painting. sculpture and crafts
DAVID

LEWIS

I

begin with an expression of gratitude? Among provincial galleries
Leeds holds a high reputation for showing and buying young
contemporary art. An exhibition of this kind, covering a very wide range, is
first and foremost an example of courage. We cannot reach and discover the
values
for ourselves that is in contemporary painting and sculpture, unless
we have the opportunity of seeing it. And seeing it not just once but repeatedly.
To show the work of contemporary painters and sculptors, to support contemporary artists, in particular young artists, by showing and buying their work
and encouraging them to continue
these are tasks of very considerable
importance. Time and money
are not
public money or private money
wasted.
What we call the "form" of art is not in the long run important. This is
art's exterior aspect, its shell. We should never look for style. What is of
fundamental importance is that art should always be modern. Modernity is
not a question of style. It is a question of time-present, as distinct from any
other time. The primary function of the modern artist is to live, and to live
now. He must live in the present time, to the full capacity of his creative
awareness and his function is to sacrifice himself as an artist to being truthful
to his awareness without mercy, without compromise. His great function is
to be truthful to, and about, his time. The primary function of art is to be the
exact and tireless language of this truthfulness
the truthfulness
of the
individual.
Now we are often told that art is a reflection of the time in which it is made.
This is not true. 'Reflections're not empowered with thought, with individual
purpose and decision. A live art is the language of sensitive and individual,
men and women
not reflecting but responding to the time they live in.
What is the character of our time? One of its clearest facets is what we might
call its "fragmentation." Ours is a time of crisis and violence, of immensely
severe disturbance. Every one of us feels the effects of dislocation. But apart
from disruptive and destructive crisis we can see all around us a different sort
of fragmentation
a peaceful, wholly life-affirming development of fragmentation. We can see all round us, every day, a greater and greater emphasis on
the individual
in education, in large-scale rehousing of urban slum communities, in factory life as in professional life: on the individual's increasing
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An example of ivhat the author calls "paintings

BEN NICHOLSON

of continuity and
unity.'reedom

of purpose, opportunity

and decision, on the individual as in every
as a unique and vital unit in the social framework. But as
way a specialist
the societies of the world split up, as individual man all over the world rises up
to assert his independence and increasing freedom
there comes the implicit
threat of this peaceful and life-a%rming fragmentation, and the need to discover
themes of unity to bind mankind together, yet without destroying the creative,
even sacred, character of his new-found individualness.
Wha t I believe must be pointed out is that the fragmentation caused by
crisis and violcncc is indissolubly related to the patterns of peaceful fragmentation going on throughout the present time in all free-world cultures. And the
solution to the one must be found in terms of solving the others.
Too all
a this the machine adds a particular flavour. For at the same time as
the accent of our time is falling increasingly on the creative separateness of the
individual
we have the development, going on all the time, of the anonymt
anonymit y
he machine. In the struggle of man and machine
arises the fear of the
machine, the threat ol its deprivation of individual rights and self-expression,
of reduction to The Ma..
Mass; off destruction,
d
of mass extinction grossly irrespective
of the individual and from such a struggle arises as might be expected much
uncertainty, much neurosis.

—
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The modern artist is another of the fragmented individuals in this scene.
He is essentially no different from any ol us except that he makes it his business
to discover, through creative awareness, his position in these relationships.
His sincerity is vital both to him and to us. For as I have said his art is not
a reflection of our time but is an individual's awareness in our time: it speaks
of the being, in our time.
The field of modern art and architecture scen as a whole shows a greater
degree of fragmentation than at any other time. We have only to try and relate
the great figures with one another to see the degree of fragmentation. Butin spite of this we can discern in the art of the last fifty years, two principal
streams: that which concerns itself with the individual as individually responsive
and that which explores themes of continuity and unity.
and self-expressive
Certainly the greatest, if not the most extreme example of modern individualism is Picasso. Here is an artist who on the surface of his work appears wholly
his work accords
A master-technician,
individualist,
wholly unpredictable.

episodic. It obeys the
purposefully with no system. It is essentially sudden
mutations of his mood, personality and being. It develops in all outward
aspects, in style, in form, unpredictably, without logic of direction from one
painting to another, from mood to mood. And yet something is constant. His
subjects are often children, young mothers, or old men; or fruit and musical
instruments; or bulls and goats; or fauns; there is always an essential purity
and innocence, a natural aspect, an affirmation of the earth and fertility, and
of man's essential relation with the earth. But there is also always a tragic
duality: there is distortion, violence and oppression, an absence of serenity
and even his humour is charged with desperation. Thus we see that after all
about Picasso. Every painting
there is a pattern
something archetypal
however different from the last in style, or mood aflirms the earth and man
and every painting is also tragic, even the humorous ones and the most lyrical.
But what is so pertinent is that even though we can talk about these paintings
objectively and analytically this is not the way they are done. They are not
done as illustrations. They are physical enactions. Picasso, in each painting,
enacts the whole of this duality himself. This tragedy of innocence and earth,
is that of his spirit and soul. And this is the reason
distortion and oppression
for their tremendous force. Paint and canvas are his means. Planes, angles,
space, colour all these things are expressive means through which Picasso
enacts phjrsicalljr the tragedy, the duality of purity and oppression, of individual
human life.
In the same way we have the paintings of continuity and unity. These are
not escapist because they express not man's condition but his purpose. They
are the actual creation
too are enactions. Planes, space, colour and rhythm
by individual men of order, generosity and rest.

—

—
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Some Amateur
of the late

eighteenth

L)raughtsmen

and early

ni

neteenth

centuries

The group of watercolours to be exhibited this quarter comprises the work
of a selection of amateur artists. Some amateurs have been and will be exhibited
in association with groups of professionals either because, as pupils, their work
is so close to that of their masters as to make it more reasonable to group them
together, or because their inHuence or originality was comparable to that of
good professionals. An example of the former is Thomas Rackett, the pupil
of Theodosius Forrest and of the latter, Gilpin and Taverner. The classification

is admittedly
a little arbitrary but it does include here the weil known
Dillettanti, amateurs in the old sense, and some who practised the art more in
the manner of a modern hobby. Moreover none of the artists it includes can be
considered entirely in the main stream of English watercolour.
This exhibition seems to permit a discussion of the role of amateurs in art
and of their relationship to the professional artists. In the first place amateurs
have needed masters to teach and to provide drawing copies and have, therefore, while employing and maintaining the artists, influenced their production
and status according to some of the devious laws of patronage. They have
surely been encouraged to buy drawings, for many of those who were
industrious sketchers were enthusiastic collectors like Sir Charles Beaumont,
whose collection, with one other, formed the nucleus of the National Gallery.
The word "amateur" itself at first signified one who loved and therefore
bought works of art and only later one who painted (or played) for love.
Also amateur painting must have increased the sensitivity, or at least the
interest, of the public for, although the practice of an art does not by any
means ensure a good judgment it does involve a familiarity with and even an
understanding
of, which in this case is almost the same thing, the processes,
conventions and symbolism of the art.
There have been times and places where the whole public mode of appreciation and reaction to an art has been determined by amateurism and other
times when it has been dominantly occult. In China, for example, where
painting was an extension of handwriting and every literate person was to
that extent at least an amateur painter, the connoisseurship of art was highly
skilled and, moreover, academic in that it concerned itself with the choice
composition, brushwork, use of colour and above all with elegance of
execution. The contrary seems to have been true in, say the Middle Ages in
Europe where painting, like the other arts and crafts, was a closely guarded
secret and an image was treated with the respect due to its subject and to the
of'ubject,
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traditional but still apparently miraculous processes of its creation. I say this
"seems to have been true" because it is not certain that there were not some
knowing members of the public who, looking at an icon of a saint thought only
of the suavity of the lines, the harmony of the colours or the excellence of the
gilding.
In the west, at any rate, the increase in amateur painting, the rise of
academicism and the rise of the artist from the social status of a fairly simple
craftsman almost to that of a man of the Professions have been very closely
linked. From at least Leonardo's time the cry of the artist has been that
painting is a clean, cultivated and learned art that no gentleman need be
ashamed to practise. They implied that they were themselves, therefore, gentlemen and they have been supported in this idea by the ever increasing flood
of amateur work. Academics and their forerunners from Alberti in the fifteenth
century to Reynolds in the eighteenth put forward a theory of art education
that would make it as close as possible to the gentleman's education and, in fact,
the creation of academies was, as the name implies, an attempt to teach
painting as a learned discipline after the model of the antique, as if the copying
of Greek and Roman statues in the cast room was the same as construing Greek
and Latin verses in the school room. It might be said, therefore, that at the
end of the eighteenth century ambitious artists aspired to the condition of
amateurs. Moreover, the liberal conception of art, which would have it a
learnable, rational pursuit must have encouraged the amateur and virtually
created the critic.
The theory of Genius which is a particular mark of Romanticism, with its
suggestions of natural, untaught ability must have been even more encouraging
to a certain kind of amateur but the typical imagery of Genius does not figure
in this selection and has always been much rarer than the imagery of sentiment
or good taste which is much the same thing as the "picturesque".
The history of each of those skills which is expressive or communicative
and, therefore, aspires to be called an art is not the same. Dancing, for example,
has often been for long periods an almost exclusively amateur accomplishment
but has occasionally thrown off branches that are highly skilled, professional
and recognized as "Art" like Kabuki and Ballet which co-exist with one or
more other non-professional
and non-art branches: ballroom dancing,
cabaret and tap dancing, non-classical ballet, eurythmics and so on.
The position of English watercolour within Art and within Painting in the
eighteenth century was similarly ambiguous. It was related to map making and
topography, which were not art, and to stage design and the sketches of oil
painters, which were almost art, but it avoided the subject matter of what was
considered the highest art, namely biblical and classical stories. The artists
themselves travelled with the gentry and nobility on the continent to record
the places which they visited and, no doubt as experts, found and pointed out
views worthy of admiration. They were often attached to the great households
Page
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as teachers of drawing to the children. In both cases they occupied a position
somewhere between that of a personal servant and a tutor. By the end of the
century they had progressed, with the enormous increase of topographical
engravings, to a position equivalent to that of journalists, and with the wider
acceptance of drawing as a gentlemanly accomplishment, to that of schoolmasters. Watercolour was, therefore, a humble art so it may seem odd that it
was so much practised by the upper classes. The fact seems to be that the more
predominately an art is practised for pleasure the further those who follow it
for money sink in caste. Love and war are the most obvious examples but I think
that musicians, too, have risen with the comparative decline in home musicmaking. Oil painting was preserved against such a large amateur following by
the relative elaboration and messiness of the medium and because it had, with
its more glorious tradition, more quickly constituted itself as a profession, and
so, paradoxically in view of its higher ambitions, it was protected from the
incursion of the kind of classically educated people it aimed at producing for
itself.
Another reason for the comparative scarcity of amateur oil painters was
probably that, in spite of their ambitions, the professionals were mainly
confined to face patnting with its irrisistably mercenary connotations and the
amateurs would, therefore, turn to the more imaginative field of landscape in
which watercolour was well established, and in which the theory of the
"Picturesque" provided an ideology of the imagination very attractive to them.
The Reverend William Gilpin, whose drawings in this collection have already
been catalogued in the Calendar describes the creative process thus: "The
camera (obscura) represents scenes as they really are; while the imagination,
impressed with the most beautiful scenes, and chastened by rules of art forms
its pictures, not only from the most admirable parts of nature; but in the best
taste." This ingenious account may be paralleled fairly closely in the writings
of authorities from Alberti to the present day but it is here specially phrased
to catch the amateur. Beginning with a side kick at the realism of the camera
obscura, so familiar in the last hundred years but already a potential part of
art theory from remote times, he makes it seem as if painting were first a
matter of going on tours: to impress the imagination with the most beautiful
scenes, and then of acquiring the chastening rules of art, which would be
readily learned from text books, including the one from which the present
quotation was drawn, and from a knowledge of the masters, especially Claude,
Salvator and Wilson. Since the most beautiful scenes, or most admirable parts,
as it is put in the second half of this almost completely tautologous sentence,
were conventionally those that most nearly resembled the paintings of the
masters from which the chastening rules were to be drawn, this estimate of the
workings of the imagination is extraordinarily
modest and seems to allow
latitude only in respect of what rules of art were, in fact, to be drawn from the
masters.
Page
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It does appear to me to be, however, a more accurate indication of the
workings of imagination at the time than the more impressive claims that are
associated with the Romantics and Symbolists, and so I do not find it so
surprising that the limitations of technique of these amateurs is not more
obvious than their limitations of imagination. The more modern idea that
imagination arises as much from actual use of the medium as much as from
native gift is surely one that would never be so popular with the amateur.
However it may be thought that an amateur, untrammelled
by the necessity
of making a living, and a water-colourist had to make his work appeal to a
fairly large public, would be able to give the greatest liberty to his fancy and
sensibility and might, therefore, produce work of greater originality than a
professional could. This has not often been the case, whether for the reason
given above or because an amateur properly so called, one who loves art, is
likely more or less to reproduce the art he loves or even because the devotion
required to create original works carries with it a desire to be judged by the
work itself and this is the mark of a professional. The amateur, on the contrary,
wishes to be judged by his position in society, taste, learning, and whatever it
is that constitutes

a gentleman.

In any case in the period we are discussing the great achievements of the
imagination and vision of Cozens, Girtin and Turner were not to be distin-

guished from their technical brilliance which could never really be paralleled
by an amateur. This has always been especially the case with landscape and,
a fortiori, with English watercolour, where it is not possible to say whether a
particular rendering of light and atmosphere was rather a technical or an

feat.
Three of the artists represented in this Calendar were, in the main, followers
of the picturesque: Beaumont, Monro and Sunderland. Beaumont was one of
the greatest connoisseurs, patrons and collectors of his time. He was a friend
of artists, writers and scientists. With his picturesque mind he was the founder
of the National Gallery and the enemy of the revolutionary Turner, whom he
accused of "pea green insipidity". On the other hand he bought paintings by
Constable, discerning, what has often been overlooked, their debt to Claude
as well as to Rubens. Constable is supposed to have washed his paintings over
with brown coffee stain to please picturesque connoisseurs like Beaumont, who
is alleged to have kept an old violin with his painting effects because a good
picture, like a good fiddle, should be brown. This old-masterish attitude to
paintings is obvious enough in Beaumont's work, which at its worst is a
compilation of the styles of the most admirable masters, a simple product of his
connoisseurship. He is not at all well represented in this collection for he often
produced very fine work, but No. 2 is a characteristic imitation of a Wilson,
so close that it might be a copy. Beaumont was one of those who did most for
Wilson's posthumous reputation. The Ford family from which this drawing
came acquired by inheritance and purchase one of the most extensive collecimaginative
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SIR CHARLES BEAUMONT

tions of Wilson's drawings and paintings. The other two drawings, though less
obviously derived, are less interesting.
The uniformity of the Monro drawings in this collection is partly due to the
fact that most of them came from the same book but, nevertheless, he was not
a very inventive artist. Clearly he was influenced by Gainsborough and by
Dutch artists, perhaps Konninck, but No. 15, 7he Wooden Bridge (rep. p. 12), is
a pleasing, and, in its informality and touches of colour, an original work.
Thomas Sunderland was a more limited draughtsman than Dr. Munro. It
is noticeable that the amateurs took the theoretical formula for the production
of watercolours far more seriously than the professionals and can often be
seen making outlines and filling them with tonal washes according to the
convention of foreground, middle distance and distance long after it had
ceased to be the professional practice. Sunderland was one of these. He did
not by any means come into the class of important connoisseurs or patrons
and probably made drawings more in the way of a modern hobby, but he
did keep very much to those most picturesque of subjects, the hills, lakes and
cows of Cumberland, Wales, etc. He owned drawings by A. Cozens and seems
Page t7
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to have been influenced by
R. Cozens and much more by Farrington.
Support for the "hobby" interpretation of his art is given by his life. He was
a pioneer of the iron industry in the north, he was born at Ulverston, formed
a corps of Volunteers, and was an indefatigable picturesque traveller.
Lord Aylesford, although he was a connoisseur, was not in the main stream.
At a time when to appreciate Wilson was almost the indicator of a person
in the arts he was contemptuous of him. Farrington'uotes
knowledegable
Beaumont saying that Aylesford was only fond of Rembrandt. This is obvious
enough in his drawings and etchings which are much under the influence of
the etchings of that master. Farrington also states that Aylesford set himself to
learn many things, including archery and also drawing in the style of
Rembrandt. This is a clear case of a hobby, I think, but it produced some of
the most attractive things in this group of drawings. A group of etchings of
cottages in the British Museum by Aylesford are inscribed as from drawings
This may
by Malchair, his master, but they are extremely Rembrandtesque.
suggest that his love of Rembrandt was cultivated by Malchair.
William Barnard, like Beaumont and Aylesford, was a pupil of Malchair
at Oxford but unlike them he did remain true to his master's style. The Uieto
from Magdalen College (rep. p. 4) is very close to Malchair in its style, choice of
viewpoint and, even, in the type of inscription, which gives the date and time
of day but not the artist's name.
Charles Gore was also somewhat outside the general run of amateurs in
that a quarter of his drawings are of marine subjects. He was a friend of
Goethe and lived the last sixteen years of his life in Weimar. He was a member
of the party which travelled round Sicily with Richard Payne-Knight and, as
has already been mentioned in a previous number of this Calendar, made
drawings which were copied and improved by
R. Cozens and Hearne. Our
drawing is good and typical of the artist in its sober and documentary look
as well as its charm of execution and simple ease of composition (rep. p. 8).
George Bulteel Fisher was one of many hundreds of army and navy officers
that made topographical drawings for military reasons. Not a few of them
carried on the art for pleasure, but Fisher is the best known. He was a gunner
and Commandant at Woolwich. He visited many parts of the world including
Canada, of which he made some drawings. I. A. Williams, who gives biographical details of all the artists in this group, points out that he composes spatially
in a series of planes like stage scenery. The analogy, in this respect as in his
use of long, fine lines, is with Towne but his colour is very different. It is not
strong like Towne's nor dabbed and spotted like that of the bulk of picturesque
draughtsmen
but in clear pale colours and in fairly even graduations and
large areas, like the colours of a map just beginning to turn into art.
The identity of W. L. has not yct been decided. William I.ocke of Norbury
has been suggested, but there is no evidence, and it is surprising that one who
was the friend, patron and collector of Richard Wilson should show so little

J.
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I.ANDSCAPE, No. 4

SIR CHARLES BEAUMONT

of his influence. The style of these drawings

is in fact very close to that of
Anthony Devis, and so it has been suggested that the initials are those of a
member of the Lister family who were neighbours and patrons of the Devises.
The view of a Castle abooe a Rocky Gorge (rep. p. 2) in particular shows the
influence of a man trained in figure drawing with its strong lines, hatching and
bold but patchy colours.
It is strange that of all the many fine amateurs of this period and of all the
women who took up the art as a pastime there should have been so few good
amateur women. 'Ihe only one represented here is Amelia Long, Lady Farnborough. She was the wife of an important connoisseur, supporter of the
nascent National Gallery, Royal Academy and the various societies, who also
helped her with her drawings, though I do not know to what effect. She was,
her sketches the best
therefore, very much in the swim. Farrington'onsidered
he had seen by an amateur artist. Of the drawings in this collection two are
not entirely typical. One is probably a copy by her after Girtin though the
colour is quite unlike Girtin's and another is only uncertainly attributed. The
third (rep. p. 10) is in her characteristic style and is signed, located and dated
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like many of Beaumont's later drawings in a rather similar manner. As the pupil
of Girtin, she had the most advanced style among this group of amateurs,
although she was not the youngest. With the exception of Gore who was
born in 1729 and, therefore, was a little younger than Paul Sandby, all were
born between 1744, Sunderland, and 1769, Barnard. That is between, say,
the generation of Hearne and that of Edridge. Sunderland was some ten
years older than
R. Cozens and Amelia Long twelve years older than
Girtin or Turner. It may be said, therefore, and it is not surprising, that
amateurs whether they are connoisseurs or hobbyists are always old fashioned.
They do, on the other hand, produce works of great charm and ability, and
that is why they are shown here.

J.

1

Diaries, Vol. V, p. 186
cit., Vol. IV, p. 143

2 op.

3 op. cit., Vol. V, p. 20.

REVD. WILLIAM HENRY BARNARD (1769—1818)

1

2

CQLLEGE OxFQRD; twilight, trees seen over roof-tops.
Watercolour; 7ss x 12< in.
Inscr.: Verso: in ink in Barnard's writing: From ye back tvindotv Gravil Walk
March 23d 1795.
5.12/52.
Prov.: Barnard family; Agnes and Norman Lupton, who bequeathed it to
Leeds, 1952.
FROM MAGDALEN

SIR GEORGE HOWLAND BEAUMONT, BART. (1753—1827)

LANDscApE, a cliff surmounted by a tower, looking over a river which is crossed
by a long bridge.
Blacklead; 6 X74s in.
Inscr.: Verso: in pen: Sir G. Beaumont, in blacklead: Given to me by Rd. Ford Esq./

j

T. Smith.

13.41/53.
Prov.: Richard Ford;
it to Leeds, 1953.

3

4

J. T. Smith;

Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed

Drawn in the manner of Richard Wilson. J. T. Smith (1766—1833) was a
topographical draughtsman and Keeper of Prints at the British Museum.
LANDscAPE Hilly, with a ruined castle, a cottage and figures on the shore of
a lake.
Blacklead with sepia wash. 84 X 114 in.
Inscr.: Verso of mount in ink: Worth Aston Aovbr. 20: I807.

5.18/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
LANDscAPE wITH A CAsTLE Trees and figures in the foreground, a river with
a town and high single towered castle on its bank.
Pen and sepia wash. 7S x6~ in.
Inscr.: Verso of mount in ink: Salisbury Friday, Wovbr. 4th: I785.
5. 17/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Page 2o

INVERNESS HARBOUR

5

6

No 5

HENEAGE FINCH, LORD AYLESFORD

HENEAGE FINCH, LORD AYLESFORD (1751—1812)
INvERNEss HARBQUR Shipping at anchor in a harbour with hills beyond, in
the foreground a dredger at work.

Pen and brown ink with grey and warm brown wash; 4s x8„'n.
Inscr.: in brown ink in top right-hand corner: At Inverness.
5.9/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
VIEw IN LQNGLEAT PARK A group of trees growing round a pool with a broken
fence l.
Pen with brown ink with grey and warm brown wash; 8 x 10E'n.
Inscr.: in blacklead in top left-hand corner: At I ongleat.
5.8/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

SIR GEORGE BULTEEL FISHER (1767—1834)

7

8

AND CASTLE DRQMINEEN, IRELAND 1794 A gently rolling
landscape with a river and mountains beyond.
Watercolour, 9~ x26 in.
5. 106/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
The title is taken from the mount. An inscription on the verso of the drawing
under the mount seems to be the same as the title.
DURHAM CATHEDRAL FRQM THE RlvER, rising above the wooded bank on the
right.
„'< 14~I in.
Watercolour; 11 —
5. 107/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

MQUNT

HILLwAY
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CHARLES GORE (1729—1807)
A CGRsAIR GAI.LEY of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem,
other ships, an island in the background to the left.
Pen and red and brown ink with watercolour; 8g x 164 in.
Inscr.: in ink, in lower r. corner: Charles Gore.

in full sail with

13.125/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Probably executed in 1777 when Charles Gore was staying with Richard
Payne Knight in Sicily and they sailed round the island. The island in the
background is Stromboli.
W

L

LAKE GENEvA, a village with several towers, the lake, and mountains

beyond.
Pencil, pen and water and body colour. 13> x 19 in.
Inscr.: Verso: Vue du Fond du Lac de Geneve W L pinxt 1780.
5. 135/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, Feb. 1952.
CAsTLE ABovE A RocKY GQRGE, figures fishing in foreground,
peaks in distance.
Chalk, pen, water and body colour. 20~ x 154 in.

5. 136/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed

snow-covered

it to Leeds, 1952.

AMELIA LONG, LADY FARNBOROUGH

(1762—1837)

LANDscApE, wooded country seen from a garden.
Watercolour; 7x 10S in.
13.143/53.
Prov.: Mrs. Richard Dawson; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it
to Leeds, 1953.
View probably in the Bromley district. Mrs. Richard Dawson was the great
niece of Lord Farnborough who married Lady Amelia Long.

A BARN, by a pond in which a man is watering his horse, with a church in the
distance.
Watercolour; 8ss >< 12-„ in.
13.144/53.
Prov.: Dr. C. M. Chadwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to
Leeds, 1953.
Probably a copy after Girtin of a view near Bromley, Kent; most likely by his
pupil Lady Amelia Long.
WHITBY ABBEY, in the distance seen from the north across wooded valleys; a
man is seated in the foreground, the sea.
Black chalk and grey wash heightened with white on blue paper; 114 >< 18—, in.
Inscr.: in charcoal along lower edge: IVIulgrave Sept I8A A. Long.

13.145/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed
Watermark 1801.
page 2 2

it to Leeds, 1953.

DURHAM

15

CATHEDRAL, No. 8

DR. THOMAS

SrR GEORGE Brrr. r rrsr. FrSrrSR

MONRO (1759—1833)

THE WOODEN BRIDGE
Black chalk with white heightening with small areas of brown wash, and spots
of red colour on blue paper. 11 x 17 in.

848.

Prov.: Miss Le Geyt, who presented it to Leeds, 1928.
16 LANDscAPE, a fork in a road with a farmhouse and trees.
Charcoal and grey wash; 6 0<8 in.

17

602.
Prov.: Sir Michael Sadler who presented it to Leeds, 1924.
It is possible that the provenance of this is the same as that for Nos. 17—21.
Another drawing is visible in strong light on the verso under the mount.
Nos. 17—21 were taken from a leather-bound
album which contained, in
all, 38. The volume was inscribed: "These Drawings were executed and
presented to Lord Essex by his much esteemed friend Dr. Monro. A.D. 1814".
The volume was broken up by two purchasers after the Cassiobury sale.
A WooDED KNQLL, with a hollow in the foreground.
Black chalk, ink and grey wash; 7 x9s in.
5. 148/52.
Prov.: The Earl of Essex: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to
Leeds, 1952.

PÃe 23

GROUP OF TREES WITH FIGURES BENEATH THEM.

Charcoal with grey wash; 6 x 7s in.
5. 149/52.
Prov.: See No. 17.
Watermark on mount: 1801.

19 A GROUP OF TREES ON THE EDGE OF A POOL.
Charcoal and grey wash heightened with white; 4g x64 in.
5. 150/52.
Prov.: See No. 17.
20

A GRoUp oF TREEs, with a view over a wooded landscape.
Charcoal and grey wash; 74 x94 in.

5.151/52.

Prov.: See No. 17.
21

QF TREEs, with clear ground in the foreground.
Charcoal, pen and indian ink with grey wash, heightened with white; 5$ x 74s in.
5. 152/52.
Prov.: See No. 17.

A GRQUp

THOMAS SUNDERLAND
22

ULLswATER FRQM GQLDBARRow PARK, with cattle on the bank and boats on
the lake.
Pencil, blue and grey wash; 9g x 13) in.
Inscr.: in ink, in lower r. corner: P. Sandby.

1389.

Prov.: S. D. Kitson who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1939.
The inscription on this and most of the other drawings by Thomas SunderlandP. Sandby is certainly false.

—

23

I. The lake with boats and houses on the further shore.
Pencil, blue and grey wash on grey paper; 10S x 14s in.
Inscr.: in lower right corner P. Sandby and on the verso in pencil: On Ullswater

ON ULLswATER

Tower) looking to the head of the lake.
Prov.: R. H. Kitson who presented it to Leeds in 1931.
Lyulph's Tower is on the edge of Goldbarrow Park. This view is almost identical
with that of No. 22 above.

(from Llyulph's

24

II. Boats on the lake 1. trees on a rough hill r.
Pen, blue and grey wash; 94t x 134 in.
Inscr.: In lower 1. corner: P. Sandby.
ON ULLswATER

5.213/52.

Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed
ON ULLswATER

III.

A man driving

centre.
Pen, blue and grey wash; 12s x9„'n.
Inscr.: in lower r. corner: P. Sandby.

it to Leeds, 1952.

cattle, the lake visible through

5.211/52.

Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed
Page 24

it to Leeds, 1952.

the trees

GRASMERE, No. 32

TIIOMAS SUNDFRLAiVII

26

IV, with boats and castle on the bank, centre.
Pen, blue and grey wash; 9s x 13s in.
Inscr.: in lower r. corner: P. Sandby.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

27

ON ULLswATER

28

FROM KIRKSTONE LOOKING

ON ULLswATER

V. The lake l. a tower rising out of trees r.
Pen, blue and grey wash; 9 x 13~~ in.
Inscr.: in lower 1. corner: P. Sandby.
5.214/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
DOWN

UPON

BROTHERS LAKE, with

every side, the sun shining through clouds.
Pen, blue and grey wash; 94 x 13$ in.
Inscr.t in lower 1. corner: P. Sandby.

5.215/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed

29

mountains

it to Leeds, 1952.

ST. JQHN s VALE, two figures on horseback in foreground.
Pen, blue and grey wash; 94 x 134s in.
Inscr.: in lower r. corner: P. Sandby.

5.218/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed

Pale 25

it to Leeds, 1952.

on

30

31

32

—

SADDLEBAcK. A few cottages l., a mountain
—
Pen, pencil, blue and grey wash:
„'n.
Inscr.: in lower r. corner: P. Sandby.
BLENcATHARA

9„'13

r.

5.219/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
VIEw FRQM DUMALLET (near Pooley Bridge), a rolling wooded countryside
with a large house in the middle ground near the l.
Pen, blue and grey wash: 8s x13.', in.
Inscr.: in lower r. corner: P. Sandby.
5.210/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
GRAsMERE, three cows in foreground, a village, the lake beyond.
Pen, blue and grey wash: 8„'- x14 in.
Inser.: in lower r. corner: P. Sandby.

5.217/52.

Prov.: Agnes and Norman

Lupton who bequeathed

it to Leeds, 1952.

RIvER, RGCKs ANn HILLS, figures and cattle in foreground.
Pencil, blue and grey wash: 9s x13~ in.
Inscr.: in pencil (almost erased) in lower 1. corner F.D. (2)

5.221/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman

34

Lupton v,ho bequeathed

STocKGILL FQRGE NEAR AMBLEsIDE, the waterfall

the drawing.
Pen, blue and grey wash: 13 x 9 in.
Inser.: in lower 1. corner: P. Sandby.

5.216/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed
35

it to Leeds, 1952.
occupies the full height

it to Leeds, 1952.

FRQM THE RQAD To AMBLEsIDE LooKING AGRoss DERwENTwATER
seen across a wooded slope.
Pen, blue and grey wash: 9„'- x 13„" in.
Inscr.: in lower 1. corner: P. Sandby.

5.220/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman

Lupton who bequeathed

SKIDDAw, seen from Derwentwater

the lake

it to Leeds, 1952.

with sailing boats on the water.
Pencil, pen and brown ink with blue and grey wash: 9 x13s in.
Inscr.: in ink, in lower r. corner: P. Sandby.
13.194/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
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